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A B S T R A C T   

Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) are chemicals resistant to degradation. While such a feature is 
desirable in consumer and industrial products, some PFAS, including perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA), are toxic 
and bioaccumulate. Hexafluoropropylene oxide dimer acid (HFPO-DA), an emerging PFAS developed to replace 
PFOA, has not been extensively studied. To evaluate the potential toxicity of HFPO-DA with a cost- and time- 
efficient approach, we exposed C. elegans larvae for 48 h to 4 × 10-9–4 g/L HFPO-DA in liquid media and 
measured developmental, behavioral, locomotor, and transcriptional effects at various exposure levels. Worms 
exposed to 1.5–4 g/L HFPO-DA were developmentally delayed, and progeny production was significantly 
delayed (p < 0.05) in worms exposed to 2–4 g/L HFPO-DA. Statistically significant differential gene expression 
was identified in all fourteen HFPO-DA exposure groups ranging from 1.25 × 10-5 to 4 g/L, except for 6.25 × 10-5 

g/L. Among 10298 analyzed genes, 2624 differentially expressed genes (DEGs) were identified in the develop-
mentally delayed 4 g/L group only, and 78 genes were differentially expressed in at least one of the thirteen 
groups testing 1.25 × 10-5–2 g/L HFPO-DA exposures. Genes encoding for detoxification enzymes including 
cytochrome P450 and UDP glucuronosyltransferases were upregulated in 0.25–4 g/L acute exposure groups. 
DEGs were also identified in lower exposure level groups, though they did not share biological functions except 
for six ribosomal protein-coding genes. While our transcriptional data is inconclusive to infer mechanisms of 
toxicity, the significant gene expression differences at 1.25 × 10-5 g/L, the lowest concentration tested for 
transcriptional changes, calls for further targeted analyses of low-dose HFPO-DA exposure effects.   

1. Introduction 

Per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) are chemicals widely 
used in the manufacturing industry (Buck et al., 2011; U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency, 2019). Many are toxic and resistant to biotic 
and abiotic degradation (Buck et al., 2011). One of these chemicals, 
perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA), used in coatings for clothing, leather, 
carpets, food contact paper, fire-fighting foams, paints, adhesives, 
waxes, polishes, and other products (Glüge et al., 2020), has been 
associated with negative health effects, such as liver damage, diabetes, 
and cancer (Alexander et al., 2003; Biege et al., 2001; Hines et al., 2009; 
Olsen et al., 2004; Olsen and Zobel, 2007; Perkins et al., 2004; White 

et al., 2011). To phase out the manufacture and use of PFOA, DuPont 
developed a new processing aid technology, GenX, for producing fluo-
ropolymers utilizing hexafluoropropylene oxide dimer acid (HFPO-DA; 
IUPAC name: 2,3,3,3-tetrafluoro-2-(1,1,2,2,3,3,3-heptafluoropropoxy) 
propanoic acid) and its ammonium salt (DuPontTM, 2010). Chemours 
(former Performance Chemical segment of DuPont) inherited the GenX 
technology (Chemours, 2015) and refers to HFPO-DA as GenX and C3 
Dimer Acid; the term “GenX chemicals” is used for referring to 
HFPO-DA-associated chemicals (Teflon, 2021). 

Limited HFPO-DA research provides inconclusive information. 
HFPO-DA is relatively resistant to both abiotic and biotic degradation 
(ECHA, 2017; Gannon et al., 2016). After oral administration, the 
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elimination (beta-phase) half-lives of HFPO-DA conjugate base in rats 
(~70 h) and mice (24–37 h) were relatively short; following an intra-
venous exposure, the elimination half-lives in rats (23–90 h) and mon-
keys (64–80 h) were also relatively short; close to 100% of the 
administered HFPO-DA was excreted within 7 days after oral dosage for 
both rats and mice (Gannon et al., 2016). Conversely, higher concen-
trations of HFPO-DA were reported in the serum of striped bass caught in 
Cape Fear River (310–5850 ng/L) than in the river water (8–25 ng/L), 
suggesting chronic-exposure bioaccumulative potential (Guillette et al., 
2020). The lowest-observed-effect level, at which cholesterol levels 
decreased, is 0.3 mg/kg-day in male rats for HFPO-DA ammonium salt 
oral dosage (Beekman et al., 2016). Male rats receiving 50 mg/kg-day 
and female rats receiving 500 mg/kg-day HFPO-DA ammonium salt oral 
dosage showed decreases in red cell mass after 3 months and liver tu-
mors after 24 months (Rae et al., 2015). While studies demonstrated 
various exposure effects induced by acute HFPO-DA doses, mechanistic 
explanations of observed effects are lacking. 

To date, there is only one study addressing the effect of HFPO-DA on 
the roundworm Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans), in which 72 h of 
exposure at 200 mg/L induced dopaminergic neurodegeneration 
(Sammi et al., 2019). C. elegans has been proposed as a model organism 
for cost- and time-efficient toxicity assays (Anderson et al., 2004; Dha-
wan et al., 1999; Hunt, 2017). We combined these advantages with 
shallow RNA sequencing, a high-throughput low-depth RNA sequencing 
method that enables transcriptional profiling at a low cost per sample 
(Atallah et al., 2013; Sholder et al., 2020; C. Ye et al., 2018), to screen for 
HFPO-DA exposure effects on transcription. The objective of our study 
was to perform a cost- and time-efficient evaluation of physiological and 
transcriptional HFPO-DA exposure effects across a wide range of con-
centrations that precedes more demanding and expensive toxicological 
investigations. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Caenorhabditis elegans maintenance and chemicals 

A common practice for investigating chemical exposure effects on 
C. elegans is to maintain worms on the nematode growth media (NGM), 
obtain an age-synchronized population, and then perform the exposure 
in treatment solutions (Cáceres Quijano et al., 2022; Chowdhury et al., 
2022; Liu et al., 2020). However, cross-generation adaptative tran-
scriptomic changes have been reported in C. elegans when the culturing 
medium is switched at each generation (Çelen et al., 2018), and the 
worms were thus maintained consistently under established liquid 
culturing conditions with slight modifications (Hibshman et al., 2021; 
Stiernagle, 2006). Streptomycin, an antibiotic, and nystatin, an anti-
fungal, were used to prevent contamination (Heshof et al., 2019; Nass 
and Hamza, 2007; Stiernagle, 2006). 

The wild-type strain N2 (Bristol) of C. elegans was obtained from 
Caenorhabditis Genetics Center (CGC) at the University of Minnesota. 
Worms were maintained at 19 ± 1 ℃ in worm culturing media: S Me-
dium with 100 mg/L streptomycin and 10 mg/L nystatin. Escherichia coli 
(E. coli) HB101 (CGC) were cultured at 37 ± 0.5 ℃ in lysogeny broth 
with 100 mg/L streptomycin. Pelleted E. coli HB101 were resuspended 
in S Medium with a final concentration of 25 g/L as the food source for 
the worms. Worm cultures were maintained as 5–6 ml batches, with 
each in a cell culture flask (product number: 353109, Falcon®, Corning 
Inc., Corning, New York, USA), on a plate shaker at 180 rpm. 

HFPO-DA (purity: 97%) was obtained from SynQuest Laboratories, 
Alachua, Florida, USA (product name: undecafluoro-2-methyl-3- 
oxahexanoic acid; product number: 2121–3–13). Stock HFPO-DA solu-
tions were prepared as 10 g/L HFPO-DA S Medium solutions. NaOH was 
used to adjust the stock solution pH to 6.5 ± 0.5. Exposure media of 
various HFPO-DA concentrations (as specified in sections below) were 
made the same way as standard worm culturing media described above 
within one day of stock solution preparation. 

2.2. Physiological assays 

2.2.1. Developmental delay assay 
C. elegans were “bleach synchronized” based on established protocols 

to obtain an exposure population with the same developmental stage 
(Hibshman et al., 2021; Porta-de-la-Riva et al., 2012; Stiernagle, 2006). 
Pre-treatment solutions with 0, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, and 4 g/L 
HFPO-DA were prepared, and 1 ml of each solution was added to a well 
on 12-well plates. The different concentrations were randomized to 
avoid well position confounding effects, and four replicates were pre-
pared for each concentration. Plates with pre-treatment solutions were 
placed on a plate shaker at 180 rpm overnight to account for potential 
binding of HFPO-DA to the wells and to minimize evaporation during 
exposure. Exposure media of the same concentrations of HFPO-DA were 
prepared by combining HFPO-DA solution, concentrated E. coli HB101, 
and synchronized L1 worms. The pre-treatment solution in each well 
was replaced by 1 ml exposure media containing approximately 500 
worms. Exposure plates were placed on a plate shaker at 180 rpm for 48 
h. At 48 h after exposures started, images of the worms were taken using 
a digital camera (catalog number: 03–000–044, Fisherbrand™, Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) on an inverted micro-
scope (catalog number: 03–000–013, Fisherbrand™) at 10X magnifi-
cation with phase contrast. The worms were then examined every 30 
min under the inverted microscope at 100X magnification, and the time 
at which the first egg was observed in each well was recorded. HFPO-DA 
exposure effect on egg-laying delay relative to the control group was 
evaluated via one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by mul-
tiple comparisons with Bonferroni correction and Sigmoidal 4PL curve 
fit model in GraphPad Prism 9.3.1 for Windows, GraphPad Software, 
San Diego, California, USA, www.graphpad.com. 

2.2.2. Behavior and locomotion assay 
Pre-treatment solutions with 0, 4 × 10-9, 4 × 10-8, 4 × 10-7, 4 × 10-6, 

4 × 10-5, 4 × 10-4, 0.004, 0.04, 0.4, and 4 g/L HFPO-DA were prepared, 
and 0.1 ml of each solution was added to a well on 96-well plates. The 
exposure was established as described in Section 2.2.1., with 0.1 ml 
exposure media containing approximately six worms. At 48 h after ex-
posures started, videos of the worms were taken using the digital camera 
on the inverted microscope at 1X, at which the camera’s field of view 
could capture one well entirely. Each well was recorded for two minutes 
without disturbance, and the second minute recording was used for 
behavior and locomotion assessment. Worms with more than 30 s of the 
typical whole-body sinusoidal/bi-nodal bending motions (McCloskey 
et al., 2017; Park et al., 2008) were considered “active”. For locomotion 
assay, to avoid potential bias caused by relatively extreme worm den-
sity, the following criteria were used: The total number of worms (TW) 
in each well and total number of active worms (TAW) in each well were 
both counted and confirmed to follow a normal distribution. Wells that 
did not meet both of the following conditions were excluded from 
quantifying worm locomotion: (1) TW − 0.8 × SDTW < TW < TW+

0.8 × SDTW and (2) TAW − 0.8× SDTAW < TAW < TAW + 0.8×

SDTAW, where SD is standard deviation. Worms that did not reach the 
fourth larval stage (L4) (Porta-de-la-Riva et al., 2012) were also 
excluded. The number of bending motions (half of a sinusoidal cycle) in 
the active 30 s was recorded for two randomly selected wells per 
exposure condition and two randomly selected worms per well. 
HFPO-DA exposure effect on worm locomotion activity relative to the 
control group was evaluated via one-way ANOVA followed by multiple 
comparisons with Bonferroni correction in GraphPad Prism 9.3.1. 

2.3. Transcriptional assay 

2.3.1. Exposure and RNA isolation 
Pre-treatment solutions with 0, 1.25 × 10-5, 6.25 × 10-5, 3.13 × 10- 

4, 1.56 × 10-3, 7.81 × 10-3, 1.56 × 10-2, 3.13 × 10-2, 6.25 × 10-2, 
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0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 g/L HFPO-DA were prepared, and 1 ml of 
each solution was added to a well on 12-well plates. The exposure was 
established as described in Section 2.2.1., with 1 ml exposure media 
containing approximately 1000 worms. At 48 h after exposures started, 
worms were pelleted (3000 rpm), washed twice with S Basal to remove 
residual E. coli HB101, and snap-frozen at − 80 ℃. RNA isolation was 
performed on all 60 samples in the next two days by following TRIzol™ 
Reagent (catalog number: 15–596–018, Invitrogen™, Waltham, Mas-
sachusetts, USA) protocol with slight modifications. Briefly, TRIzol and 
five 2 mm borosilicate glass beads (product number: CG-1101–01, 
Chemglass Life Sciences, Vineland, New Jersey, USA) were added to 
each thawing worm pellet, and a Bead Mill 4 Homogenizer (catalog 
number: 15–340–164, Fisherbrand™) was used for homogenization. 
Each RNA sample was resuspended in 40 µL nuclease-free water. The 
quantity and quality of RNA samples were measured using a NanoDrop 
2000 Spectrophotometer (catalog number: ND-2000, Thermo Scienti-
fic™, Thermo Fisher Scientific). On the following day, RNA samples 
were aliquoted and sent to Scripps Research Genomics Core (La Jolla, 
California, USA) for shallow RNA-sequencing. 

2.3.2. Shallow RNA sequencing 
cDNA library preparation and shallow RNA-Seq were performed at 

Scripps Research Genomics Core (La Jolla, California, USA). Sample 
quality was assessed using a 2100 Bioanalyzer Instrument (part number: 
G2939BA, Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, California, USA). 
Library preparation for RNA-Seq was performed via an early access kit, 
HTP RNA-Seq Library Prep, from iGenomX (now acquired by Twist 
Bioscience, South San Francisco, California, USA) with slight modifica-
tions. Briefly, PCR products 350–800 base pairs long were purified via 
2% agarose gel electrophoresis, quantitated using Qubit dsDNA HS assay 
kit (catalog number: Q33231, Invitrogen™), analyzed on a 4150 
TapeStation System (part number: G2992AA, Agilent Technologies, 
Inc.), and sequenced on a 100-cycle NextSeq 1000/2000 P2 flow cell 
(catalog number: 20046811, Illumina, Inc., San Diego, California, USA) 
with a NextSeq 2000 Sequencing System (catalog number: 20038897, 
Illumina, Inc.). Samples were run in paired-end mode (read 1 = 25 
bases, read 2 = 93 bases). 

2.3.3. Sequencing data quality control and processing 
Raw data from shallow RNA sequencing were demultiplexed by 

Scripps Research Genomics Core using BBTools (version 37.62) (Bush-
nell et al., 2017). Unique Molecular Identifiers (UMI) were extracted 
from the demultiplexed sequencing results using UMI-tools (version 
1.1.2) (Smith et al., 2017). Sequencing data quality was assessed in R 
(version 4.2.0, R Core Team, 2022. R: A language and environment for 
statistical computing. R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, 
Austria. URL https://www.R-project.org/) via FastQCR (version 0.1.2) 
(Kassambara, 2019). SortMeRNA (version 4.3.4) was used to filter out 
rRNA with the sequence database smr_v4.3_sensitive_db.fasta (Kopylova 
et al., 2012). Trimmomatic (version 0.39) was used to remove the first 
16 bases of each read, trim reads with a sliding-window of 4 bases and a 
minimum Phred score of 30, and remove resulting reads shorter than 18 
bases (Bolger et al., 2014). The trimmed reads were aligned to C. elegans 
genome assembly WBcel235 with genome annotation WS283 via STAR 
(version 2.7.10a) (Dobin et al., 2013). PCR duplicates were removed 
using extracted UMI via UMI-tools. Gene counts based on reads mapping 
were generated through HTSeq (version 2.0.1) (Putri et al., 2022). 
Identified genes with non-zero counts were selected from the raw 
output, and gene expression was normalized via trimmed mean of 
M-values (TMM) (Robinson and Oshlack, 2010). Average log counts per 
million (CPM) values were calculated via the aveLogCPM function of 
edgeR (version 3.36.0) (Robinson et al., 2010) and visualized via 
ggplot2 (version 3.3.5) (Wickham, 2016). Low count threshold was 
determined to be 16 CPM, and low count filtering was performed via the 
filtered.data function of NOISeq (version 2.38.0) (Tarazona et al., 2015). 
Because RNA isolation was performed sequentially for the four 

replicates (batches) of the 15 experimental conditions, potential batch 
effects were removed via the ARSyNseq function of NOISeq. 

2.3.4. Sequencing data analysis and visualization 
Pairwise comparisons to the control condition were performed to 

determine differentially expressed genes (DEGs) for each HFPO-DA 
exposure concentration through NOISeq (version 2.38.0) (Tarazona 
et al., 2015), with the probability of differential expression threshold, q, 
set to 0.99. The numbers of DEGs shared by different exposure condi-
tions were visualized via UpSet.js (version 1.10.11) (Gratzl, 2022). 
Two-way (by genes and by exposure conditions) hierarchical clustering 
of relative gene expression levels was performed with Ward’s method 
via the stats (version 4.1.3) package of R and visualized via Complex-
Heatmap (version 2.10.0) (Gu et al., 2016). Pathway and correlation 
analyses of DEGs were performed and visualized via STRING (version 
11.5), with the minimum required interaction score set to 0.150 
(Szklarczyk et al., 2015). To cross-check the NOISeq DEG list, another 
DEG list was generated by analyzing all identified genes via DESeq2 
(version 1.34.0) (Love et al., 2014), with the threshold of false discovery 
rate, alpha, set to 0.1. Raw and processed shallow RNA sequencing data 
were deposited in the National Center for Biotechnology Information 
Gene Expression Omnibus under the accession GSE205582. 

3. Results 

3.1. HFPO-DA exposures at 1.5–4 g/L caused dose-dependent 
developmental delay in C. elegans 

Age-synchronized worms in the control group and the 0.25, 0.5, and 
1 g/L exposure groups reached the Young Adult developmental stage 
(Porta-de-la-Riva et al., 2012) by 48 h after exposures started 
(Fig. 1A–D). Worms in the 1.5–4 g/L exposure groups were develop-
mentally delayed (Fig. 1E–J). The most advanced developmental stage 
was the fourth larval stage, L4, as identified via the distinctive “Christ-
mas Tree” vulva appearance (Fig. 1E, F, I) (Mok et al., 2015; 
Porta-de-la-Riva et al., 2012). Eggs were first observed in the control 
groups (n = 4) after approximately 50 h of exposure and around the 
same time in the 0.25 (49.9 h), 0.5 (50.1 h), 1 (51.0 h), and 1.5 g/L 
(52.5 h) HFPO-DA exposure groups. At 2 g/L and higher, statistically 
significant delays in progeny production were observed: 2 g/L, 54.9 h, 
p < 0.05; 2.5 g/L, 57.8 h, p < 0.01; 3 g/L, 61.0 h, p < 0.05; 3.5 g/L, 
64.3 h, p < 0.001; 4 g/L, 65.1 h, p < 0.0001 (Fig. 2). The relationship 
between the extent of delay and HFPO-DA concentration follows a 
Sigmoidal 4PL model (R2 = 0.977), with higher levels of exposure 
resulting in more delayed egg-laying. 

3.2. HFPO-DA exposures at 4 × 10-9–0.4 g/L for 48 h did not show 
significant behavioral or locomotor effects in C. elegans 

C. elegans exhibit episodic behavioral states in liquid media, cycling 
through periods of active roaming, sedentary dwelling, and quiescence 
(McCloskey et al., 2017). At 48 h after exposure started, approximately 
40.9% of the worms in the negative control group wells (n = 8) were 
actively roaming for at least 30 s within the one-minute observation 
period. HFPO-DA exposure groups at 4 × 10-9–0.4 g/L had higher, 
though not statistically significant, proportions of active worms: 
4 × 10-9 g/L, 59.7 %; 4 × 10-8 g/L, 62.4 %; 4 × 10-7 g/L, 59.1 %; 
4 × 10-6 g/L, 57.1 %; 4 × 10-5 g/L, 68.6 %; 4 × 10-4 g/L, 65.2 %; 
4 × 10-3 g/L, 55.9 %; 0.04 g/L, 56.3 %; 0.4 g/L, 67.1 % (Fig. 3A). 
Relative to the positive control 4 g/L group, where most of the worms 
were developmentally delayed at L2 and L3 stages, all exposure groups 
had statistically significantly higher (p < 0.01) proportions of active 
worms (Fig. 3A). The negative control group (n = 4) had an average of 
109.5 body bends per 30 s, to which none of the exposure groups 
significantly differed: 4 × 10-9 g/L, 109.0; 4 × 10-8 g/L, 103.3; 4 × 10-7 

g/L, 95.8; 4 × 10-6 g/L, 109.5; 4 × 10-5 g/L, 96.8; 4 × 10-4 g/L, 97.0; 
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4 × 10-3 g/L, 108.3; 0.04 g/L, 90.8; 0.4 g/L, 99.5 (Fig. 3B). 

3.3. HFPO-DA exposures at 1.25 × 10-5–4 g/L for 48 h caused gene 
expression changes in C. elegans 

After sequencing data quality control and processing, 17,703 genes 
were identified. Low CPM filtering removed 7405 genes, and a total of 
10298 genes entered NOISeq analysis. With a confidence level threshold 
of 99%, NOISeq identified various numbers of differentially expressed 
genes (DEG) at each exposure level relative to the control group (n = 4 
per condition): 1.25 × 10-5 g/L, 8 genes; 3.13 × 10-4 g/L, 2 genes; 
1.56 × 10-3 g/L, 2 genes; 7.81 × 10-3 g/L, 4 genes; 1.56 × 10-2 g/L, 1 
gene; 3.13 × 10-2 g/L, 1 gene; 6.25 × 10-2 g/L, 3 genes; 0.125 g/L, 4 
genes; 0.25 g/L, 1 gene; 0.5 g/L, 16 genes; 1 g/L, 12 genes; 2 g/L, 49 
genes; 4 g/L, 2683 genes; no DEG was identified in the 6.25 × 10-5 g/L 

exposure group (Fig. 4). These genes with corresponding fold changes 
are listed in the Supplementary Excel File. Considering most of the 
worms in the 4 g/L exposure group were lagging one to two develop-
mental stages, this group was treated as a special case, and DEGs (26.1% 
of all genes analyzed through NOISeq) identified in this group were only 
used as a point of reference with some reservations. Among the eight 
DEGs identified in the lowest HFPO-DA concentration exposure group, 
1.25 × 10-5 g/L, two genes were also DEGs in higher exposure level 
groups: the troponin C gene, pat-10, was consistently downregulated in 
1.25 × 10-5, 3.13 × 10-4, 7.81 × 10-3, and 0.5 g/L exposure groups 
relative to the control group by 1.08–1.15-fold; the UDP- 
glucuronosyltransferase gene, ugt-44, was consistently downregulated 
in 1.25 × 10-5 and 2 g/L exposure groups by 1.89- and 2.28-fold, 
respectively (Fig. 5). Altogether, a total of 2702 genes were differen-
tially expressed in at least one exposure group relative to the control 

Fig. 1. 48-hour HFPO-DA exposures at 
1.5–4 g/L caused C. elegans developmental 
delay. By 48 h after exposure started, worms in 
the (A) control group and (B) 0.25, (C) 0.5, and 
(D) 1 g/L HFPO-DA exposure groups developed 
to the Young Adult stage; (E-J) 1.5–4 g/L 
groups contained worms with mixed develop-
mental stages, with higher concentration 
groups having lower proportions of the more 
developed worms (young adults and L4s) and 
higher proportions of worms in their earlier 
larval stages (L2s and L3s). Associated reduced 
food consumption is evident as E. coli HB101 
clumps are visible in (F-J). Representative 
photos were taken at 10X magnification with 
phase contrast. In (E), (F), and (I), the charac-
teristic “Christmas Tree” vulva appearance 
marking the mid-L4 stage are highlighted.   
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group (Fig. S1); a total of 78 genes were differentially expressed when 
excluding the 4 g/L exposure group (Fig. 6A). Hierarchical clustering of 
the exposure conditions generally follows the exposure gradient, except 
for 7.81 × 10-3 and 6.25 × 10-2 (Fig. 6A). STRING analysis revealed six 
major gene clusters (Fig. 6B). Five genes are involved in ribosome 
pathways (KEGG: cel03010); five are involved in lysosome pathways 
(KEGG: cel04142); five are involved in the metabolism of xenobiotics by 
cytochrome P450 (KEGG: cel00980); five are in the UDP-glucoronosyl 
and UDP-glucosyl transferase family (Pfam: PF00201); five are in the 
cytochrome P450 family (Pfam: PF00067); six are reportedly affected by 
pathogen infection (Irazoqui et al., 2010). 

All 17,703 identified genes (prior to low CPM filtering) were 
analyzed using DESeq2. With an alpha level of 0.1, DESeq2 only iden-
tified DEGs in the highest five HFPO-DA exposure concentration groups: 
0.25 g/L, 1 gene, 0.5 g/L, 2 genes, 1 g/L, 15 genes, 2 g/L, 61 genes, and 
4 g/L, 2645 genes (Supplementary Excel File). No statistically signifi-
cant differential expression was identified in the 1.25 × 10-5–0.125 g/L 
exposure groups. Considering both the NOISeq and DESeq2 DEG lists, 
the number of DEGs are comparable, and the proportions of identified 
DEGs shared between the two lists are high (Table 1). 

4. Discussion 

Traditional chemical hazard characterization and risk assessment 
have been challenged by emerging diverse chemicals of concern due to 
the resource-demanding and time-consuming nature of accounting for 
various potential adverse effects, distinct effects at high vs. low doses, 
and interaction effects of exposure duration and dose is resource- 

Fig. 2. HFPO-DA exposures at 2–4 g/L caused statistically significant delays in 
C. elegans egg-laying. One-way ANOVA followed by multiple comparisons with 
Bonferroni correction was performed to measure the egg-laying delay caused by 
HFPO-DA exposure at 0.25–4 g/L relative to the control group (n = 4 per 
condition). Statistically significant delays were observed at 2–4 g/L exposure 
groups: * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001; **** p < 0.0001. Curve fit was 
performed with the Sigmoidal 4PL model (R2 

= 0.977). Error bars represent 
standard error of means. 

Fig. 3. C. elegans exposed to 4 × 10-9–0.4 g/L HFPO-DA for 48 h showed no significant locomotor activity differences relative to unexposed worms. (A) One-way 
ANOVA followed by multiple comparison with Bonferroni correction was performed to compare the exposure groups to each of the two control groups regarding 
the percentage of active worms (n = 8 per condition). There was no statistically significant difference between the negative control group, 0 g/L, and any of the 
exposure groups; a significantly lower percentage of active worms were observed in the developmentally delayed 4 g/L positive control group relative to all other 
exposure groups: ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001; ****p < 0.0001. (B) One-way ANOVA followed by multiple comparison with Bonferroni correction was performed to 
compare the exposure groups to the 0 g/L negative control group regarding the number of body bends (half of a sinusoidal wave) in 30 s (n = 4 per condition). No 
statistically significant difference was observed. Error bars represent standard error of means. 
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demanding and time-consuming (Cousins et al., 2020; Cousins et al., 
2020; Futran Fuhrman et al., 2015; Jahnel, 2015; Patlewicz et al., 2019). 
An integration of epigenetics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and metab-
olomics into risk assessment has been proposed to better explain or 
predict adverse chemical exposure effects (Canzler et al., 2020; Kienhuis 
et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2022; Merrick, 2019; Sauer et al., 2015; Thomas 
et al., 2013). Regulatory agencies have recognized the benefits of 
introducing these methods to aid their decision-making process, while 
also addressing the ethical concerns regarding vertebrate animal ex-
periments (ECHA, 2016; U.S Environmental Protection Agency, 2018). 
This study utilized C. elegans as the model organism and a cost- and 
time-efficient toxicity evaluation method of an emerging chemical of 

concern, HFPO-DA, in support of traditional risk assessment approaches. 
Compared to adults, younger organisms are usually more sensitive to 

toxicant exposures, mainly due to rapid cell proliferation, sensitive 
windows during organ system maturation, and the risk of developmental 
abnormalities (Buser et al., 2018; Byrne and Przeslawski, 2013; Kavlock 
et al., 2002; Peterson et al., 1993; Qin et al., 2018; Rappazzo et al., 2017; 
Spurgeon and Hopkin, 1996). Children are especially susceptible to 
PFAS exposure because of their lower body weight (higher body burden) 
and oral exploratory behavior (Hauptman and Woolf, 2017; Rappazzo 
et al., 2017; Sunderland et al., 2019). We thus exposed C. elegans larvae 
to HFPO-DA from their first larval stage (L1 stage) until sexual matu-
ration (Young Adult stage) and focused on identifying potential 

Fig. 4. MD plots show expression level differences of genes in each of the 1.25 × 10-5–4 g/L HFPO-DA exposure groups relative to the control group. Compared to 
the control, out of 10298 genes that entered the analysis, (A) 8, (B) 0, (C) 2, (D) 2, (E) 4, (F) 1, (G) 1, (H) 3, (I) 4, (J) 1, (K) 16, (L) 12, (M) 49, and (N) 2683 genes are 
significantly differentially expressed in each of the 1.25 × 10-5–4 g/L HFPO-DA exposure groups (FDR < 0.01), as summarized in (O). M represents the log2-ratio of 
gene expression levels between the exposure group and the control group, and D represents the value of gene expression levels difference between the two groups. 
Each pink dot represents one DEG; pink dots are highlighted in (A)-(J). 

Fig. 5. Numbers of differentially expressed genes shared across the 1.25 × 10-5–2 g/L HFPO-DA exposure groups. Bars on the left represent total numbers of DEGs in 
each exposure group relative to the control, and bars at the top represent total numbers of DEGs in each condition or shared among multiple conditions as indicated 
by the dots below. One gene, pat-10, is significantly downregulated at 0.5, 3.13 × 10-4, 7.81 × 10-3, and the lowest exposure level, 1.25 × 10-5 g/L (orange box). 
Another gene, ugt-44, is significantly downregulated in 2 and 1.25 × 10-5 g/L exposure groups (blue box). 
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exposure effects on normal development. At acute exposure levels 
(1.5–4 g/L), higher HFPO-DA concentrations resulted in greater 
numbers of developmentally delayed worms (Fig. 1E-J). These delays 
are further supported by the differential expression of three genes cod-
ing for stage-specific marker proteins (Mádi et al., 2003). In the 4 g/L 
exposure group, asp-1 (encoding the L1 marker aspartyl protease 
CE21681) and act-3 (encoding the L3 marker actin CE13148) were 
expressed significantly higher (1.26-fold, p < 0.001 and 1.13-fold, 
p < 0.01, respectively), while rsp-3 (encoding the L4 marker splicing 
factor CE31089) was expressed significantly lower (1.36-fold, p < 0.01) 

compared to the unexposed group (Supplementary Excel File). These 
gene expression patterns are consistent with the higher number of 
younger L1-L3 worms and lower number of older L4 and Young Adult 
stage worms in the 4 g/L group. At 2–4 g/L, less food (E. coli HB101) was 
consumed, and worms sexually matured later, taking significantly more 
time (p < 0.05) before laying their first batch of eggs (Fig. 2). Genes 
encoding vitellogenin, the precursor of egg yolk, were also expressed at 
significantly lower levels in worms exposed to 4 g/L HFPO-DA (vit-1 to 
vit-6, 1.43- to 2.68-fold, p < 0.01, Supplementary Excel File). Due to the 
time-sensitive onset of gene expression during reproduction (Dubois 
et al., 2019; Heine and Blumenthal, 1986), the downregulation of 
vitellogenin genes supports the observed delay in progeny production. 
Slightly lower expression (not statistically significant) of vit-1 to vit-6 
except for vit-2 was observed in the 2 g/L exposure (1.03- to 1.20-fold). 
The higher number of normally developed worms in the 2 g/L group 
relative to the 4 g/L group could have masked the distinct differential 
expression of developmental/reproduction genes. Developmental delay 
and associated delayed food depletion and progeny production are 
well-documented phenotypes induced by various toxicants, including 
PFOA (Hines et al., 2009; Ke et al., 2021; Racz et al., 2017; Xiong et al., 
2017). While literature reports are limited, our acute HFPO-DA toxicity 
level is compatible with available reports, as acute toxicity is not 
observed at below 0.2 g/L in C. elegans (Sammi et al., 2019) or below 

Fig. 6. Seventy-eight genes were significantly differentially expressed in at least one of the 1.25 × 10-5–2 g/L HFPO-DA exposure groups. (A) The heat map shows 
two-way clustering of relative expression levels of 78 genes using Ward’s method. Gene name and colored background match those in (B). (B) STRING functional 
protein association network analysis of the proteins encoded by the 78 DEGs reveals six major clusters. Yellow nodes: ribosome pathways (KEGG: cel03010); bright 
blue nodes: lysosome pathways (KEGG: cel04142); red nodes: metabolism of xenobiotics by cytochrome P450 (KEGG: cel00980); dark blue nodes: UDP-glucoronosyl 
and UDP-glucosyl transferase family (Pfam: PF00201); green nodes: cytochrome P450 family (Pfam: PF00067); pink nodes: genes reportedly affected by pathogen 
infection (Irazoqui et al., 2010). The thickness of each line connecting two nodes (network edges) represents the strength of data supporting the connection. 

Table 1 
The number of differentially expressed genes (DEGs) identified by NOISeq, 
DESeq2, and both methods, in the highest HFPO-DA exposure groups.  

HFPO-DA 
exposure 
concentration 

Number of DEGs 
identified by 
NOISeq 

Number of DEGs 
identified by 
DESeq2 

Number of DEGs 
identified by both 
methods 

0.25 g/L  1  1  1 
0.5 g/L  16  2  2 
1 g/L  12  15  10 
2 g/L  49  61  41 
4 g/L  2683  2645  2075  
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0.026 g/L in zebrafish (Gaballah et al., 2020), and only observed at over 
0.083 g/L HFPO-DA for zebrafish embryos (Gebreab et al., 2020) and 
over 0.05 g/L HFPO-DA ammonium salt for green algae (Chlorella pyr-
enoidosa) (X. Liu et al., 2021). 

Behavioral or locomotion assessment of C. elegans post toxicant 
exposure is commonly performed by removing the worms from the 
exposure environment and observing them in “clean” liquid media or on 
“clean” agar plates (Anderson et al., 2004; Cai et al., 2020; Chowdhury 
et al., 2021; Dhawan et al., 1999). To minimize potential bias on worm 
behavior caused by manipulation or disruption, we recorded worm 
behavior in the exposure media. While the developmentally delayed 
4 g/L worms had a significantly lower percentage of active worms than 
other exposed worms, no significant difference was observed between 
the unexposed worms and the 4 × 10-9–0.4 g/L exposure group worms 
(Fig. 3). Notably, hyperactivity was reported as a low-dose effect of 
ethanol exposure, while acute doses result in decreased movement in 
C. elegans (Dhawan et al., 1999). Although our behavioral data show a 
similar pattern (Fig. 3 A), we do not consider it as an HFPO-DA exposure 
effect due to the lack of statistical significance. The lack of adverse 
behavioral and locomotor exposure effect even at 0.4 g/L was unex-
pected, as a previous study reported dopaminergic neurodegeneration at 
0.2 g/L (Sammi et al., 2019). 

Shallow RNA sequencing is a relatively new high-throughput next- 
generation sequencing method that reduces cost per sample by multi-
plexing many experimental conditions in one sequencing run. While the 
sequencing depth is reduced, perturbations of the transcriptome caused 
by different experimental conditions can be detected by shallow RNA 
sequencing, though full-depth sequencing would detect more differen-
tially expressed genes (Atallah et al., 2013; Sholder et al., 2020; C. Ye 
et al., 2018). This method is especially powerful for risk assessment, as 
transcriptional data could reveal chemical exposure effects and biolog-
ical responses not detectable by traditional adverse effect endpoints at 
low exposure levels. Shallow RNA sequencing enables cost-efficient 
chemical screening that covers many exposure scenarios and provides 
a transcriptomic profile to inform and guide downstream targeted 
assays. 

NOISeq identified DEGs in 13 out of 14 exposures with over 99% 
confidence, including the lowest exposure concentration, 1.25 × 10-5 g/ 
L. Because 4 g/L HFPO-DA exposure for 48 h resulted in developmental 
delays that could confound analysis, 2624 genes that only showed sig-
nificant differential expression in this condition were used as supporting 
evidence. Nine genes were differentially expressed in both 1 g/L and 
2 g/L (Fig. 5). Seven among them were upregulated in both conditions 
and in 4 g/L, clustering in the top section of Fig. 6 A: cyp-13A5, ZK742.3, 
dod-23, ugt-63, Y51H4A.5, irg-3, and ugt-62. Three more genes cluster 
with them at the top of the heat map (Fig. 6 A): cyp-13A6 and T16G1.6 
are both DEGs in 0.5–2 g/L exposure groups, and cyp-13A7 is a DEG 
shared by 0.25–2 g/L exposures (Fig. 5). These ten genes, except for dod- 
23, were upregulated at even higher levels in the 4 g/L condition. Three 
are cytochrome P450 (CYP) genes, belonging to the CYP hemoprotein 
superfamily responsible for xenobiotic metabolism during phase I 
detoxification (Esteves et al., 2021; Iyanagi, 2007; Munro et al., 2018); 
two are UDP-glucuronosyltransferases (UGT) genes from the UGT 
conjugation enzyme superfamily, which are responsible for glucuronic 
acid conjugation during phase II detoxification (Bock, 2016; Iyanagi, 
2007; Meech et al., 2019) (Fig. 6B). T16G1.6 and ZK742.3 are reportedly 
upregulated in C. elegans post heavy metal exposure (Cui et al., 2007; 
Hunt et al., 2014); Y51H4A.5 and irg-3 are induced by immune response 
towards pathogens (Estes et al., 2010; Irazoqui et al., 2010). This is 
expected, as xenobiotic detoxification, heavy metal detoxification, and 
innate immunity are regulated together by overarching pathways in 
C. elegans (Fajardo et al., 2020; Mao et al., 2019; Melo and Ruvkun, 
2012; Pukkila-Worley et al., 2014; Schulenburg et al., 2004; Vignesh-
kumar et al., 2013) (Fig. 6B). The upregulation of detoxification genes 
and the observed developmental delay (1.5–4 g/L) and reproductive 
delay (2–4 g/L) suggest strong stress responses in C. elegans to acute 

HFPO-DA toxicity. While no physiological adverse effects were observed 
at 0.25–1 g/L (Figs. 1–3), activated detoxification responses indicate 
that stress due to HFPO-DA acute toxicity was induced at these con-
centrations as well. Five genes involved in lysosome functions, 
F13D12.6, pho-11, gba-4, lipl-5, and F57F5.1, were significantly differ-
entially expressed in the 2 g/L HFPO-DA exposure group, with pho-11 
also a DEG at 1 g/L and F13D12.6, gba-4, and lipl-5 being DEGs at 4 g/L 
(Fig. 6B, Supplementary Excel File). F13D12.6 was upregulated by 
1.56-fold, while the other four were downregulated by 1.33–1.93-fold 
(Fig. 6 A). PFAS exposures have been shown to destabilize lysosome 
membrane (Fabrello et al., 2021; C. Liu and Gin, 2018; Zarei et al., 2018) 
and activating the lysosome (Dong et al., 2021; Koons and Minghetti, 
2022), and our results suggest acute HFPO-DA exposure could have 
induced similar effects in C. elegans. 

DEGs shared by lower HFPO-DA exposure levels are involved in 
distinct biological pathways. Ribosomal protein gene rpl-41 (also named 
rpl36. A) was slightly, but statistically significantly downregulated in 
3.13 × 10-4 g/L and 1.56 × 10-3 g/L exposure groups. Differential 
expression of four other ribosomal protein genes were also significant in 
other conditions: rpl-9, 0.125 g/L; rla-1 and rpl-23, 7.81 × 10-3 g/L and 
4 g/L; rps-29, 3.13 × 10-2 g/L (Fig. 6B). Another DEG identified in the 
0.5 g/L exposure group, nol-5 (also named as nol-58), is involved in ri-
bosomal biogenesis (Ojha et al., 2020; Tjahjono et al., 2022) (Fig. 6). 
These ribosome genes were mostly downregulated across the exposure 
conditions, though rpl-9 and nol-5 showed significant upregulation at 
0.125 g/L and 0.5 g/L, respectively. An in vitro study showed modest 
upregulation of proteins involved in ribosome biogenesis (Nsa2 and 
Nop56) after perfluorooctanesulfonic acid (PFOS) exposure (Zhang 
et al., 2016). Modest but significant downregulations in ribosome 
biogenesis genes were reported in peroxisome proliferator-activated 
receptor alpha (PPARα)-knockout mice exposed to PFOS, while such a 
pattern was not observed in wild-type mice with the same exposures; 
subtle and heterogeneous transcriptional modifications of the same 
genes were observed in wild-type and PPARα-knockout mice after PFOA 
exposure (Rosen et al., 2010). Taken together, our results suggest that 
ribosome biogenesis could have been affected by HFPO-DA exposure as 
a low-dose effect through similar mechanisms as the legacy PFAS. 

Two DEGs identified at the lowest HFPO-DA exposure level, 
1.25 × 10-5 g/L, were identified at higher exposure groups as well 
(Fig. 6B). pat-10, a gene encoding troponin C, was statistically signifi-
cantly downregulated by 1.08–1.15-fold in 1.25 × 10-5, 3.13 × 10-4, 
7.81 × 10-3, and 0.5 g/L exposure groups. It is also downregulated in 
other exposure groups by 1.02–1.09-fold, except for 4 g/L where it is 
upregulated by 1.04-fold. Troponin C is expressed in muscle cells and is 
critical for contraction (Li and Hwang, 2015; Parmacek and Leiden, 
1991; Terami et al., 1999). Upregulation of troponin C has been reported 
in human liver cells, rat lungs, and zebrafish livers following PFOA or 
PFOS exposures (Hagenaars et al., 2013; Song et al., 2016; L. Ye et al., 
2012). Such contrasting patterns could be due to the different functions 
of troponin C in different organisms. ugt-44, a gene encoding UGT, was 
statistically significantly downregulated in 1.25 × 10-5 g/L and 2 g/L, 
and was downregulated at other exposure levels, except for 3.13 × 10-2 

g/L. While other UGT genes were upregulated in the acute exposure 
groups, the general downregulation of ugt-44 is surprising and sugges-
tive of independent gene regulation. Given the conservative analysis 
confidence threshold (> 99%) and the low number of DEGs (< 0.09% of 
all analyzed genes) identified in the higher exposure conditions that 
share DEGs with 1.25 × 10-5 g/L, it is unlikely that the two shared DEGs 
are false positives. 

The United States Environmental Protection Agency derived a final 
drinking water health advisory for GenX chemicals as 10 parts per tril-
lion (1 ×10-8 g/L), which is 1250 times lower than 1.25 × 10-5 g/L, the 
lowest HFPO-DA concentration we examined for transcriptional effects 
(U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 2022). The 1.25 × 10-5 g/L 
HFPO-DA exposure concentration is approximately 4.17 × 105 higher 
than the environmentally detected level (averaging 3 ×10-11 g/L) at 
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Atlantic Gateway (Joerss et al., 2020), 7.81 × 103 times higher than the 
level detected (averaging 1.6 ×10-9 g/L) along the German coastline 
(Joerss et al., 2019), 55.1 times higher than the highest level detected 
(2.27 ×10-7 g/L) near a fluoropolymer production facility at Davis 
Creek, Ohio, USA (Galloway et al., 2020), and 19.8 times higher than the 
level detected (averaging 6.31 × 10-7 g/L) at known contaminated sites 
in the Cape Fear River Watershed of North Carolina, USA (Sun et al., 
2016). Although we cannot conclude the gene expression changes due to 
HFPO-DA exposure at 1.25 × 10-5 g/L are adverse, unexplained tran-
scriptional effects of exposure at a concentration just one magnitude 
higher than the highest environmentally detected levels is concerning. 
Considering the stability of HFPO-DA (ECHA, 2017; Gannon et al., 
2016), human exposure to this chemical is likely to be chronic with 
increasing environmental concentrations (Vakili et al., 2021). The effect 
of disrupted gene expression identified at low exposure concentrations 
can span across multiple levels of biological organization: dysregulated 
ribosomal protein gene transcription may interfere with normal protein 
synthesis (Mager, 1988; Slavov et al., 2015); while C. elegans have no 
heart, the downregulation of troponin C still warrants a concern for 
impaired contraction in both cardiac and skeletal muscles in humans 
(Parmacek and Leiden, 1991). Although it is difficult to extrapolate the 
human health outcomes of chronic low-level exposure solely based on 
our transcriptional data, systemic impact is possible and calls for further 
examination of low-level HFPO-DA exposure effects. 

Our transcriptomic screen identified potential molecular targets of 
HFPO-DA exposure at concentrations much lower than observed phys-
iological effects. Multi-omics approaches combining transcriptomic, 
proteomic, metabolomic, and epigenomic methodologies are widely 
utilized for disease diagnosis and therapy development (Hasin et al., 
2017; Karczewski and Snyder, 2018), and have been proposed for 
toxicological studies to complement physiological assessments (Canzler 
et al., 2020; Sauer et al., 2015). While these approaches are expensive 
and the data are challenging to analyze, the combination of shallow RNA 
sequencing and the utility of the C. elegans model is a practical and 
accessible initial step. Future studies can build on the gathered infor-
mation and proceed with a more targeted design. 

5. Conclusions 

To evaluate the potential toxicity of HFPO-DA with a relatively fast 
and cost-efficient approach, we exposed C. elegans larvae to 4 × 10- 

9–4 g/L HFPO-DA in liquid media and measured the (1) physiological 
effects via developmental delay, behavior, and locomotion assays and 
(2) transcriptional effects via shallow RNA sequencing. Developmental 
delay was observed in worms after 48 h of exposure to 1.5–4 g/L HFPO- 
DA. Significantly delayed (p < 0.05) progeny production was observed 
in 2–4 g/L exposure groups. While no significant behavioral or loco-
motor differences were observed between the control and 4 × 10- 

9–0.4 g/L exposure groups, significant differential gene expression was 
identified via NOISeq with confidence level threshold higher than 0.99 
in all exposure groups from 1.25 × 10-5 g/L to 4 g/L, except for 
6.25 × 10-5 g/L. Two distinctive gene expression patterns were 
revealed, where dose-dependent upregulation of detoxification genes 
was observed in acute exposure groups, while relatively uniform, subtle, 
but statistically significant gene regulation was observed in low level 
exposure groups. While transcriptional data is insufficient for eluci-
dating low-dose effects, our toxicity screen points to disrupted biological 
systems such as ribosomes and muscle cells, where further targeted 
analyses could reveal critical mechanistic explanation of HFPO-DA 
exposure effects. 
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